Ethics and Consequences

1. What is computer hacking? Describe some examples.

2. What are the effects of computer hacking?

3. What are the possible consequences of computer hacking?

4. What is computer piracy? Describe some examples.

5. What are the effects of computer piracy?

6. What are the possible consequences of computer piracy?

7. What is intentional virus setting? Describe some examples.

8. What are the effects of intentional virus setting?

9. What are the possible consequences of intentional virus setting?

10. What is invasion of privacy?
11. What are the possible consequences of invasion of privacy?

12. What is an acceptable use policy?

13. Use Google to research Acceptable Use Policy’s

14. Use Altavista to research Acceptable Use Policy’s

15. Use Yahoo to research Acceptable Use Policy’s

16. Use Bing to research Acceptable Use Policy’s

17. Do you get the same web page response for all the above search engines?

18. How are your results different for each search engine?

19. Why is it useful to search for research on a variety of search engines?

20. What is the purpose of the acceptable use policy in your school?